Abstract. We propose a method to construct the virtual fundamental class based on the "Kontsevich principle," i.e., we formulate the notion of quasi manifold structrue and establish a way to obtain the fundamental class from it. Also, we show that there is a natural quasi manifold structure on the moduli stack of stable maps, and thus we arrive at the new construction of the Gromov-Witten class. We also prove the fixed point formula for our Gromov-Witten class.
We deal with two problems in this paper. The first one is to construct the Gromov-Witten class by providing a naturally defined quasi manifold structure to M g n (V), and the second is to prove its fixed point formula.
In [13] , Kontsevich has proposed a way to construct the Gromov-Witten class, or more generally to deal with the problems of constructing a fundamental class on a moduli space. His basic and excellent idea, which we call the Kontsevich principle, is the following: A moduli stack M should have a natural quasi manifold structure of formal dimension d derived by the deformation theory, i.e., let U be a covering of M. We put U (m) = should be glued stably, and hence give a global structure, which we call quasi manifold structure (see Definition 1.1 for the more precise definition). It should play a role of perturbation and induce the fundamental class.
Before [13] , to deal with "genericity" it was believed that one had to work in the symplectic category from the differential geometric approach, but after [13] it has become possible to work in algebraic geometry. In this paper we wish to carry out Kontsevich's proposal in the case of the Gromov-Witten class by an algebraic geometric approach. In fact, the construction of Gromov-Witten classes has been done, by Fukaya-Ono [6] in the symplectic category, and also by Behrend-Fantechi and Li-Tian [2] [3] [15] in algebraic geometry. We believe, however, that our approach is useful, at least for understanding the Kontsevich principle, and also includes some new ideas.
Our approach proceeds as follows: We propose the way from a quasi manifold structure leading to the fundamental class. An outline is as follows: Let M be a moduli stack with quasi manifold structure (W We have a system f m 2 K m (k(P m ))g of elements of m th K-groups of the function field k(P m ) of P m , which satisfies the cocycle condition @ m = P m l=0 (;1) l i l m;1 (See Lemma 2.1). We let 1 (resp. 2 ) be the projection from U (m) P m to U (m) (resp. P m ). We put a n = ( 1 ) ( 2 j Z (m) ) m , which gives an element of QuillenGillet complex R (See [8] for the definition of R ). The (a m ) inherits the cocycle condition from the f m g, and hence it is a cocycle. Therefore it induces an element of the Chow group of the M of dimension d. The independence from the choice of sections t (m) and the large number N can be shown (Section 2 (6), Lemma 3.3). So we call it the fundamental class of the quasi manifold structure. Note that we will obtain the top Chern class, or the Gysin homomorphism for a vector bundle in a similar way (See Section 12), and hence our construction is natural in this sense. We also show the functoriality of our construction with respect to the pull back, from which the axioms of Kontsevich and Manin will follow immediately.
We will then give the quasi manifold structure on the moduli stack M g n (V) concretely. For this purpose we introduce the notion of twisted stable maps, and use their moduli spaces which are smooth and contain an open set of M g n (V).
A naive idea on twisted stable maps is as follows: Let A and A 0 be local Artin- (See Definition 5.1 for the precise definition). We consider the morphisms of the twistC to the variety V. But the whole set of morphismsC ;! V is too large.
We impose some conditions by which deformations of twisted stable maps are controlled cohomologically, assuring the prorepresentability. Let M(fx i g) denote the moduli space of twisted stable maps twisted at fx i g. Roughly speaking, the moduli space M of the stable maps is described locally as the intersection of the moduli spaces of the twisted stable maps M = M(fx i g) M(fx i ,y j g) M(fy j g), which together give a quasi manifold structure. We hope that this method will be generalized and applicable in other situations. We are preparing a paper to deal with the Donaldson invariant and the problem of the transitions of the invariants.
As for the fixed point formula, in the proof of the mirror conjecture for general toric varieties Givental [9] has assumed that the equivariant Gromov-Witten classes have some properties. Among those, we will prove the Borel localization formula for the Gromov-Witten class, which may be also useful for the computations of some examples (see e.g. [13] ). Although Graber-Pandharipande have already proved the localization of Gromov-Witten classes constructed earlier, our purpose is to exhibit that the present theory is also sufficient for the Borel localization.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we will define the quasi manifold structure and prove some of its properties. In particular, it is shown that the quasi manifold structure induces a cone system, from which we will construct the fundamental class in the next section. There we also give the statement of a theorem about the functoriality of our construction. The theorem will be established in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 5 we introduce the notion of twisted stable maps and discuss their deformation theory. In Section 6 we see algebraicity of moduli stacks of the twisted stable maps. They will be used to show the existence of a natural quasi manifold structure on the M g n (V) in the next section. Then we obtain the fundamental class of the moduli M g n (V) which satisfies the axioms of Kontsevich and Manin stated in Section 8. In Section 9 we show the deformation invariance of our Gromov-Witten classes. In Section 10 we discuss the equivariant Chow groups. The equivariant Gromov-Witten classes are decomposed into the contributions of the fixed point sets, which are calculated in the final section when the target variety is toric. In the appendix, we explain that the construction in Section 2 is a natural extension of the Gysin map for a vector bundle.
Quasi manifold structure.
The following definition of quasi manifold structure is essentially due to Kontsevich. 
Here the dimension of a formal scheme means the dimension of some algebraization. and closed immersions in the diagram below such that 
is a closed subscheme of the W (m+1) i
, and it holds that q l W
. Moreover for an arbitrary closed point x of the U, the left and right arrows in the next diagram are isomorphisms
We put T 0
x M := Cok and call them together the virtual tangent space of M at x with respect to .
We use the following notation.
For two quasi manifold structures
we say that 0 is a refinement of if there is a morphism : U 0 ! U which is (2) They induce isomorphisms on the virtual tangent spaces.
For two quasi manifold structures and 0 , we say that they are equivalent if there is a sequence of quasi manifold structures i (i = 0, : : : , l) such that
i and i;1 have a common refinement. We discuss some properties of a quasi manifold structure which are important for our application.
There are the natural inclusions q l N (m) , ! N (m+1) and q l C (m) , ! C (m+1) . respectively. Hence the first claim follows. The second one can be also checked easily by the description above.
a homeomorphism by using the description in the proof of Proposition 1.1. From the isomorphism
and the property 5 in Definition 1.1, we obtain the isomorphism between the Proof. Since A B D = A=IA, it suffices to see that IA = J, which follows from the assumption easily.
A construction of the fundamental classes.
In this section we construct a fundamental class from a quasi manifold structure = (U, W
In the last section we obtained the system C=(U (m) , C (m) , N (m) ) from a quasi manifold structure which satisfies the following. We construct a fundamental class from a cone system as follows: We take a sufficiently large number N.
(1) Let 1 (resp. 2 ) be the projection of U (m) P m to the U (m) (resp. P m ). (2) We denote by X r the set of points of the X with the r-dimensional closures. We fix the homogeneous coordinate [z 0 :
:
which is rational function on P m , and hence it gives the element of the first
The following formula can be easily checked. By the property (1)(b), the following diagram is commutative,
Hence we obtain the following from Lemma 2.1. 
Hence we obtain the following lemma. 
Then we may assume that the t (m) has the property (1)(a). As for (1) 
). Note that the ideal corresponding to the Z (n;1) is a parameter ideal. But we have
This implies that the t (m) satisfies the condition (1)(b), and hence our claim follows. 
which satisfy the following conditions.
(
hold, where we put The existence of such sectionst (m) can be seen similarly as in (5).
Then it is obvious that we have the correspondence
i.e., the cocycles (a 1 m ) and (a 2 m ) are cohomologous.
(7) We can show immediately that the class [(a m )] is independent of the choice of a large number N in a way similar to that in (6) by using a P 1 bundle over P n instead of P m P 1 . (See also Section 12.) Thus the class [(a m )] depends only on the C.
In particular if C is induced from a quasi manifold structure , we denote (C) = ( ) and call it the fundamental class for the quasi manifold structure . See also [7] and [18] .)
The next proposition is almost obvious. 
which we denote by . The next theorem is proved in Sections 3 and 4.
THEOREM 2.1. In the above situation, it holds that
Geometric representations of Chern classes.
In this section, X means an algebraic stack and L a line bundle over X. Let U be a covering of X such that the restriction Lj U is trivial. Also let (a m ) be a cocycle of the complex R (U, d), whose total degree is ;d. There are points k 
First we construct the cocycle (d m ) 2 R (U., d ; 1) from the cocycle (a m ) as follows. Take a trivialization e m of Lj U (m) . Then there are sections i m 2 O U (n) such that it holds that q i e m = i m e m+1 . We put
where denotes the product in higher K-theory. Then by a standard computation, it can be easily checked that (d m ) is a cocycle and its cohomology class depends only on the cohomology class of (a m ). It is obvious that we obtain the first Chern class of L when we apply this construction to an algebraic cycle. Hence we obtain the following.
Next for a vector bundle E of rank r, we shall represent the class c r (E) \ (C) geometrically, where C denotes a cone system. We use the notation in Section 2. Take From these data, we can construct a cocycle (c m ) as in Section 2. We prove the following.
Proof. Let ( m ) be a cocycle constructed in the previous section, representing the class (C). First we show the claim when the rank of the E is 1. We take i,m as in the previous paragraph. We put
Whence it holds that
and that Proof. When m = 1, t N 0 + 1 = 0 means that t 0 is a finite order in k , and hence
and so it holds that 
Hence we are done.
By the lemma, the components g ;1 Secondly we see our claim for a vector bundle E of rank 2, which has a filtration by line bundles, 0
) which satisfies conditions 1 and 2 above for L 2 . We take 
So take sections t
2 ) ;1 (0), our claim in this case follows from the general formula c 2 
. Similarly it can be checked when E has a filtration by line bundles.
Lastly we use the splitting principle, i.e., let : G ! X be the flag bundle associated with the vector bundle E. Take sections . As a result, our claim holds. Note that the Quillen-Gillet complex is functorial for pull back by a flat morphism.
Let E be a vector bundle on X of rank r. We put E (m) = Ej U (m) . Assume that we have the (d + m)-dimensional cones Z (m) in the vector bundle E (m) P m over U (m) P m which satisfies the condition (1) (a) in Section 2. They give the cocycle (a m ) of the Quillen-Gillet complex of the E as in the previous section. We give the geometric representation of the image of the class [(a m )] by the Gysin map i ! for the regular embedding i: X ;! E. We denote the universal quotient bundle on theĒ = P(E _ 1) by E . We obtain the cocycle (ā m ) of the Quillen-Gillet complex ofĒ from the projective completions of Z (n) . Recall that
The cones Z (m) give the cones in the bundle E (m) O (N) over the U (m) P m , which we also denote by Z (m) . We take the compatible general sections t (m) 2
Then we obtain the cocycle (c m ) as before. 
and consider the following cone systems. (We prove that (C i , N i ) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4)
are cone systems later.) We omit (m) if there are no confusion.
We denote the natural inclusion map ftg , ! P 1 by i t in the sequel. Our claim is the following:
Claim. We have the following correspondences,
where (A), (B), : : : , (G) denote the cycles obtained from cone systems (A), (B), : : : , (G) respectively, and where Gysin means the Gysin homomorphism for the vector
, as is similar for others.
Note that (A) (resp. (G)) gives ( ) (resp. ( )) and that the correspondence from (A) to (G) gives the morphism ! , so the theorem follows from the claim.
Before proving the claim, we have to prove the following proposition. 
Proof. Recall that the specialization homomorphism : CH (X) ;! CH (C Y P 1 X ) is given by the following diagram (See [7] )
where the morphisms
are the natural inclusions. Then the lemma follows from the commutativity of i ! with pr , j and k .
We take sections t i ). We denote by z, the pull back of a local parameter at 1 on P 1 by the natural morphism M U 0(CUW1) ! P 1 .
We also denote by e the order of the z at (Z 1 ) red . Because of Lemma 4.1, we 
represents the image of (C 2 ) by the Gysin morphism as is shown in the last part of Section 2. We put t Therefore we have completed the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Twisted stable maps and their deformations.
Let : C ! U be a prestable curve with sections s i , 1 i n. We define the twistC ! C as follows. There is the natural inclusion ': O ! L := O(s 1 + + s n ). We denote the reduced schemes associated to U by U red . We also denote the ideal sheaf of U red by J. For each j 1, let U j be the closed subscheme of U corresponding to the ideal J j , and C j be C U U j .
From the homomorphism ', we obtain the homomorphisms
As is easily seen, the 1 l=1 J l L l;1 is the ideal with respect to the natural algebra structure of the 1 l=0 J l L l .
Definition 5.1. The twist of C with respect to s i , sayC, is defined by OC = Cok .
For j 0, the image of 1 l j J l L l in the OC is an ideal sheaf which we shall call I j . Obviously the sheaf I j =I j+1 is isomorphic to the J j =J j+1 L j .
We have some functoriality. Proof. From the morphism f , we have the homomorphisms f ;1 J 2 ! J 1 and f ;1 L 2 ! L 1 naturally so that there is the following commutative diagram
Therefore we obtain the morphism of the sheaves of algebras f : Cok 2 ;! Cok 1 , i.e., f ;1 OC 2 ;! OC 1 .
Remark 5.1. Of courseC 1 6 'C 2 in general.
Remark 5.2. In the discussion above, we take the nilradical sheaf as J, but we can do any nilpotent ideal. When we deal with a general J, we callC a twist of the curve C along J.
Remark 5.3. Later we need the case that U is a formal scheme, i.e., let X be a formal scheme, : C ;! X a prestable curve with sections s i and J an ideal sheaf such that the corresponding subscheme of X is the closure of closed points with reduced structure. In this case, we can constructC in the same way. It is easy to check thatC is also a formal scheme.
In the sequel to this paper, V is a smooth proper variety over a fixed field k of characteristic 0. We recall the definition of stable maps due to Kontsevich. f red : C red ;! U red V is a stable map with respect to s i .
The set f (s 0
Moreover for simplicity, we assume that C is a stable curve with respect tõ s = 
Hence the condition of untwistedness of the morphism at s 0 i is closed.
We need the deformation theory of twisted stable maps. Let : C 0 ! U 0 be an n 1 + n 2 -pointed prestable curve with sections s 0 i (1 i n 1 ), s 0
and f 0 :C ;! V a twisted stable map for (V i , g i ). For two schemes U U 0 , we say that U is an infinitesimal extension of U 0 if the ideal sheaf F defining U 0 is nilpotent, which we denote by U 0 F ! U. For an infinitesimal extension U of U 0 , we denote the set of equivalence classes of the extension of f 0 over U by
We constructF, a coherent sheaf onC 0 as follows. We put F \ J l = F l and we obtain the commutative diagram,
We have the exact sequences for
As is easily seen, for a extension C 0 F ;! C, we obtain the extension of the twists C 0F ;!C canonically.
We show that it is always possible to extend the morphism f 0 to that on thẽ C. We may assume that F is a coherent sheaf on U red , namely J F = 0. We F L) ). Recall that we have assumed that C is a stable curve with respect tos, there are no infinitesimal automorphisms, and hence we obtain the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 5.2. If U is affine and F is a coherent sheaf on U red , then there is an exact sequence
where L qUC=qUU denotes the cotangent complex of qUC over qUU.
In particular, when U = Spec k and F = O U , we obtain the following exact
6. Some moduli stacks. Following Kontsevich, we introduce some moduli stacks. We denote the category of schemes over k by Sch. For nonnegative integers g, n (resp. g, n 1 , n 2 ), and a Neron-Severi class of 1-dimensional subschemes of the proper smooth variety V, let M g n (V) (resp.M g n 1 n 2 (V, (V i , g i ))) be the category of n-stable maps to the V (resp. n 2 -twisted n 1 -stable maps to V for (V i , g i )) so that the image of the fundamental class of each curve is the . Morphisms in these categories are diagrams of the following form
where the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) It holds that h s 0 i = s i g for 1 i n.
(2) The h induces an isomorphism C 0 ' C X S 0 .
(3) It holds that f h = (1 g) f 0 (resp. f h = (1 g) f 0 ).
(4) Theh is induced by the h.
It is easy to check that they are stacks. We denote the universal curve and its twist with respect to s 0 by C g n (V) andC g n (V) respectively.
We refer to the next result in [13] .
The following definition is a straightforward generalization of the algebraic stack.
Definition 6.1. A limit preserving stack S over Sch is a formal algebraic stack if
(1) The diagonal morphism S ! S S is representable.
(2) There is a formal scheme X which has an algebraization locally of finite type over k, and an x 2 S(X) which is etale and surjective over S. Secondly we see that the property (2) is satisfied. To see it, we need some more preparation. We denote the category of local Artinnian rings with residue field k (resp. the category of sets) by Artin (resp. Sets). Let C 0 =k be an (n 1 + n 2 )- 
As already seen in Section 5, the deformations can be controlled by the cohomology groups and the obstruction groups vanish. Hence it is easy to see that the F is smooth over k and that the F satisfies Schlessinger's conditions. So the F has a pro-representable hullR.
Let us return to the proof of Proposition 6.2. It suffices to construct an etale neighborhood inM g n 1 n 2 (V, (V i , g i )) for any closed point f 0 , i.e., an n 2 -twisted n 1 -stable map f 0 : C 0 =k ;! V. Recall that we have assumed that the C 0 is an (n 1 + n 2 )-stable curve in Definition 5.3. We denote byR a pro-representable hull of this point. We also denote byR 1 (resp.R 2 ) a prorepresentable hull of the M g n 1 +n 2 (resp. M g n 1 +n 2 (V)) at the point C 0 (resp. (C 0 , f 0 ) ). The ringsR 1 and R 2 have appropriate algebraizations, say R 1 and R 2 respectively, such that there is a commutative diagram
where the vertical arrows are etale and the lower horizontal arrow is the natural one.
We have the natural morphismsR 1 !R !R 2 by their properties.
LEMMA 6.1. If n 2 is sufficiently large, for an arbitrary closed point there is a regular ring R which is of finite type over k, such that dim R = dimR and there is the following commutative diagram
where is smooth and ' is surjective.
Proof. We shall write R 1 (n 2 ), R 2 (n 2 ) etc. to represent the dependence on n 2 .
There is a surjective map R 1 (n 2 )[T 1 , : : :
, then by adding some variables suitably, we can assume dim R 1 (n 2 ) + k = dimR(n 2 ). Hence we may put R = R 1 (n 2 )[T 1 , : : : , T k ]. Consider the case dim R 1 (n 2 ) + k dimR(n 2 ). If we take one more section and twist the map there, then the left-hand side increases by 1 and the right-hand side by dim V + 1.
Besides we have a surjective map R 1 (n 2 +1)[T 1 , : : : , T k ] ;! R 2 (n 2 +1). Hence by the quasi compactness of the stack M g n 1 +n 2 (V), it can be reduced to the case dim R 1 (n 2 ) + k dimR(n 2 ).
The following lemma is easy to see. " "
LEMMA 6.2. Take a ring R as in the lemma above. Then there is an isomorphism
We denote the kernel of ' by I. There is the (n 1 + n 2 )-stable curve C over R induced by R 1 ! R. We take completions of the R and the C with respect to the I-adic topology, and denote them by the same letters. By the construction,
we have the n 1 -stable map f : Cj R=I ;! V. We want to construct an n 2 -twisted n 1 -stable map C ;! V which is compatible with f and gives a pro-representable hull for the closed points in a neighborhood of f 0 . We already have the twisted stable map g on the R=I induced by the f , where the twisting is taken along the ideal 
From the diagram above, we see that thef factors through (OC L L Ī )=OC Ī , i.e., the twist along the idealĪ. Hence we obtain the twisted stable mapḡ 2 to V onR along the idealĪ.
There is the commutative diagram 0 ;! I=I 2 ;! R=I 2 ;! R=I ;! 0 # # # 0 ;!Ī ;!R ;!R=Ī ;! 0 and we can obtain a twisted stable map g 2 on the R=I 2 along the I=I 2 , which is compatible with the morphisms g 1 andḡ 2 because there are no obstructions extending twisted stable maps. Further we can construct a twisted stable mapg on the R along the ideal I, which is compatible with the g 2 . Because the I is contained in the ideal p I, theg is also a twisted stable map along p I. By construction theg gives a pro-representable hull at the point f 0 , and hence those at the closed points in a neighborhood of the f 0 . Thus we obtain the morphism : R !M g n 1 ,n 2 (V) which is etale at the f 0 and surjective around a neighborhood of the ( f 0 ), thereby completing the proof of Proposition 6.2.
7.
Quasi manifold structure on M g n (V). In this section, we fix g, , and hence we denote M g n (V) (resp. M g n ) by M n (V) or M(V) (resp. M n ). 
,
. Naturally we have the
So we take the completion ofM Y
, which is denoted by U 0 (m, s 0 ). We have the exact sequence of the complexes of the sheaves
Hence we have the surjectivity of the morphism
;
, s 0 (m) )) are smooth. We take the fiber product 
Similarly we obtain the formal schemes U(m, q l s 0 ) and U(m, q l s 0 ; q l s 0 i ). It holds that
We put as follows:
We denote these data by (D, s, s 0 , (V i , g i ) ).
gives a quasi manifold structure on the moduli stack M n (V), and the equivalence class is independent of the choices of D, s, and
Proof. From the results in Section 5, we have the equality
Similarly we have the equality
Hence it holds that
The right-hand side is the expected value of dim M g n (V). Let us check the condition 5 in Definition 1.1. Fix a closed point (C, f ). We have the morphism
where the left-hand side corresponds to the deformations which change the position of points but not the structure of the curve C and the morphism f . It is easy to see that the
, so we obtain the following isomorphism
On the other hand, we have the commutative diagram
by the results in Section 5. Hence we arrive at the exactness of the following complex:
). Then we have the exactness of the rows and columns of the following diagram:
Therefore we obtain the exactness of the following complex We denote this equivalence class of quasi manifold structure by g n (V).
Axioms of Kontsevich and Manin.
In [14] , Kontsevich and Manin have given the axioms of the Gromov-Witten class. We state them here in the motivic language.
Definition 8.1. A system of Gromov-Witten classes for V is a family of elements
where d( g, n, ) = 3g ; 3 + n + (1 ; g) dim V + ( ; K V ), which satisfies the following axioms.
[K-M1] We have the morphism n : M g n (V) ;! M g n;1 (V) forgetting the n th point. Then it holds that [M g n (V)] = n [M g n;1 (V)].
[K-M2] Let L be a line bundle over the V. The morphism ' n is defined as
There is the clutching morphism : M 1 M 2 ;! M (see [12] , and note that we choose the suffix so that this map is a closed immersion). Recall that the map is obtained by adding two P 1 to curves as follows:
We denote by (M(V) M 1 M 2 M) the union of connected components where the added P 1 's are collapsed by the stable maps. So we obtain the diagram
There is the clutching morphism : M 1 ;! M 2 (see [12] and the remark above) and we obtain the substack (
in a way similar to that in [K-M3]. The morphism n;1,n is defined as
So we obtain the diagram
Then it holds that
[K-M5] We denote the natural fundamental class of the smooth stack
One of the main purposes of this paper is the following theorem. 
There are the natural morphismsŪ i n ;! U i . Then the cone system given by the (Ū 1 Ū 2 , n t, n s, n s 00 ) is the pull back of the cone system induced by the (U 1 U 2 , t, s, s 00 ). Therefore the relation between two fundamental classes follows.
Note that the Quillen-Gillet complex is functorial for a flat pull back.
when L is a line bundle, which follows from the general projection formula.
[K-M3]: We have only to show that the quasi manifold structures ( g n ) and ∆ ( g 1 n 1 1 (V) g 2 n 2 2 (V)) are equivalent. We can see the equivalence between the quasi manifold structure
and the quasi manifold structure 
respectively. Since we have the equality ∆ 0 = ( g n (V)), we are done.
[K-M4]: Similar to [K-M3].
[K-M5]: We use the notation in Sections 2 and 6. In this case M g n 0 (V) ' V M g n , and so the closed immersions U (m) , ! W (m) 2 are regular embedding. We have the isomorphisms
and the right-hand side gives the top Chern class of the vector bundle E 1 =E 2 (see Section 12). Hence we obtain the equality ( g n 0 (V)) = c top (
9. Deformation invariance. First we extend the results in the previous sections to the case that the base scheme is a variety S instead of a field k, which is smooth over k. Let V be a scheme which is smooth, proper and of finite type over S. 
is called an n 2 -twisted n 1 -stable map over S for (V i , g i ) if the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) The restriction f red is an S-stable map with respect to s.
As in the case of S = k, we assume that C is a stable curve with respect to thẽ s = s + s 0 , and H 1 (C y , f y TV g( y) O(s 0 )) = 0 for an arbitrary closed point y of the T when we discuss twisted stable maps. As in Section 2, we introduce the moduli stack of the n-stable maps (resp. n 2 -twisted n 1 -stable maps) and denote it by M g n (V=S) (resp.M g n 1 n 2 (V=S)).
Note that there are the natural morphisms
The following propositions are similar to Propositions 6.1 and 6.2. In a way similar to that in Section 7, we can show that there is a natural equivalence class of the quasi manifold structure g n on the stack M g n (V=S) by using the stackM g n 1 n 2 (V=S) so we obtain the fundamental class. The next proposition is similar to Theorem 8.1. We have the deformation invariance of the Gromov-Witten class in the following form, which is the purpose of this section. N) ) (see [8] for the definition of it). Proof. It is easy to see that there is a line bundle M on X=G such that f L = g M. Hence by using the geometric representation of the first Chern class in Section 12 with a slight modification, we obtain the equality c 1 (f L) d = 0.
Fix an integer p 2 Z and consider the following commutative diagram
where the first right vertical arrow is an isomorphism and the second right vertical arrow is injective, if N is sufficiently large. The left arrow is c 1 (f L) d , and hence 0. So we obtain the following proposition. 
By the results of Gillet [8] , we have the exact sequence
Taking N ! 1, and using Proposition 10.2, we obtain the following exact (m) are also vector bundles; the latter is obtained from H 1 (TV). Hence we obtain the following theorem (see [9] and [13] ). 
A construction of Chern class (appendix).
In this appendix, we explain that the construction in Section 2 is a natural extension of the Gysin map for a vector bundle. Let X be a generically Cohen-Macaulay scheme or an algebraic stack of pure dimension d, E ! X be a vector bundle of rank r, and U ! X be a covering such that Ej U is trivial.
Fix a large number N. For m N, take sections t (m) 2 Γ(U (m) P m , E O P m (N)) so that the following conditions are satisfied. . From the data above we construct a cocycle in R (U., d ;r) in the same way as that in Section 2. Our claim is that this represents the r th Chern class of E. The proof proceeds as follows. First it is similar to seeing that the cohomology class is independent of the choice of sections (t (m) ). Second, it can be checked when the bundle E is a line bundle. In this case our claim easily follows from the definition of the first Chern class, i.e., we take t (0) such that (t (0) ) ;1 (0) = and t (1) where C denotes the closure of the C in P(E _ 1) and denotes the universal quotient bundle for the E. Recall also that a section t 2 Γ(X, E) induces the sectiont = (t, 1) 2 Γ(P(E 1), ) witht ;1 (0) = t(X) \ C. Hence applying the first half of the appendix, we obtain the following geometric representation of the image of the cone C by the Gysin map: Take sufficient generic sections 
